EHR Supports for Meeting Clinical Documentation Requirements in Alcohol/Drug & Mental Health Programs

HOUSING GOALS

- I want to _______ (specify).  (Any/All)
- I want to live in _______ (specify a particular type of housing).  (Environmental)
- I want to stay in _______ (specify a particular type of housing).  (Environmental)
- I want to keep from losing _______ (specify a particular type of housing).  (Environmental)
- I want my housing located in _______ (specify a location like a city, neighborhood, street, or county).  (Environmental)
- I want my housing to be near _______ (specify what you would like your housing to be near, like work, shopping, public transportation, school, services, family, or friends).  (Environmental; Social)
- I want housing that is paid for by ______ (specify a type or source of housing financial help).  (Environmental; Financial)
- I want to live where I feel safe.  (Intellectual; Occupational; Social)

HOUSING OBJECTIVES

Defining the Obstacle

- I will _______ (specify), as evidenced by _______ (specify).
- I will describe at least _______ (how many?) things that interfere with my ability to get and keep stable housing, as evidenced by _______ (specify).
- I will identify/describe at least _______ (how many?) specific ways in which housing resources can help me achieve a better quality of life, as evidenced by _______ (specify).
- I will identify/describe at least _______ (how many?) examples of how I respond to access barriers at potential housing resources, as evidenced by _______ (specify).
- I will identify/describe at least _______ (how many?) ways in which my life is affected by not accessing needed housing resources, as evidenced by _______ (specify).
- I will identify/describe at least _______ (how many?) ways in which my current housing situation affects my ability to achieve _______ (specify your goal), as evidenced by _______ (specify).
- I will identify/describe at least _______ (how many?) positive things that can happen for myself and others once I find, get and keep good housing, as evidenced by _______ (specify).
- I will identify/describe at least _______ (how many?) things that have kept me from resolving my problems with housing, as evidenced by _______ (specify).
- I will identify/describe at least _______ (how many?) benefits of accessing the housing, as evidenced by _______ (specify).
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I will identify/describe at least ______ (how many?) qualities that distinguish a good tenant from other tenants, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will identify/describe at least ______ (how many?) qualities that distinguish a good roommate from other roommates, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will identify/describe at least ______ (how many?) things that interfere with my ability to get and remain in one residence, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will identify/describe at least ______ (how many?) ways my / my family’s immigration status affects my housing, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will identify/describe at least ______ (how many?) ways my housing affects my / my family’s immigration status, as evidenced by ______ (specify).

Identifying Relevant Strengths, Resources, and Methods
I will ______ (specify), as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will describe the function of a case manager in finding, getting and/or keeping housing, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will describe ______ (how many?) expectations for an effective relationship between myself and my case manager with regard to housing support, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will find at least ______ (how many?) available and affordable housing options, as evidenced by ______ (specify), as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will identify/describe at least ______ (how many?) personal strengths relevant to improving access to needed housing, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will identify/describe at least ______ (how many?) coping techniques previously used to access needed housing, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will identify/describe at least ______ (how many?) coping techniques previously used to remain in stable housing, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will identify/describe at least ______ (how many?) coping techniques previously used to improve access to housing, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will identify/describe at least ______ (how many?) available kinds of housing, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will identify/describe at least ______ (how many?) methods generally used to improve a person’s access to housing, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will identify/describe at least ______ (how many?) personal qualities that make it possible for me to be a good tenant, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will identify/describe at least ______ (how many?) personal qualities that make it possible for me to be a good roommate, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will rate my relative comfort in using each identified personal strength relevant to accessing housing resources, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will rate my relative comfort in using each identified coping technique relevant to housing, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will rate my relative comfort in using each identified housing resource, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
I will rate my relative comfort in using each identified method relevant to accessing housing, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
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I will identify/describe at least ______ (how many?) personal strengths that help me get and keep needed housing, as evidenced by ______ (specify).

I will identify/describe at least ______ (how many?) personal strengths that help me get and remain in placement, as evidenced by ______ (specify).

**Acting on Strengths, Resources, and Methods**

- I will ______ (specify), as evidenced by ______ (specify).
- I will apply to ______ (how many?) housing providers per day/week/month until _____ (specify date), as evidenced by ______ (specify).
- I will attend ______ % (what percent?) of case management appointments on time for ______ (how many?) weeks/months, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
- I will keep ______ (how many?) consecutive appointments at ______ (specify a housing support service), as evidenced by ______ (specify).
- I will refer to at least ______ (how many?) personal qualities that make me a good tenant when interviewing potential landlords, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
- I will regularly inform my case manager of access barriers whenever encountered as I look for housing until ______ (when?), as evidenced by ______ (specify).
- I will use ______ (specify an identified strength, resource or method) in order to access housing at least ______ (how many?) times daily/weekly/monthly until I’m satisfied with my housing situation, as evidenced by ______ (specify).

**Achieving Desired Outcome**

- I will ______ (specify), as evidenced by ______ (specify).
- I will be accepted as a tenant at housing that’s acceptable to me, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
- I will remain in selected housing for ______ (how many?) days/weeks/months, as evidenced by ______ (specify).
- I will remain in clean and sober housing for ______ (how many?) weeks/months, as evidenced by (specify).
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